* * * 'Friendship for the dead one [le mort]', Derrida writes in the first chapter of Politics of Friendship, 'carries philia to the limit of its possibility' (PA, 29/12, tr. mod). (It is interesting to note here that Derrida, emphasizing the alterity of the dead other, does not use a more neutral term such as 'le defunt [the deceased, the dead]' or 'le disparu [the deceased, the dead person]' even though the English translations of Aristotle go with the more neutral 'the deceased'). 'But at the same time', Derrida continues, this philia 'uncovers the ultimate spring of this possibility: I could not love friendship without projecting its impetus towards the horizon of this death. The horizon is the limit and the absence of limit, the loss of the horizon on the horizon, the ahorizonality of the horizon, the limit as absence of limit' (29/12). This horizon, then, this threshold, forms the perimeter, the edge, the outer bounds of philia while at the same time opening on to an aimance beyond death.
Derrida first made use of aimance at the Heidegger conference that took place at Loyola University, Chicago (1989) . There he presented a paper 'Heidegger's Ear: Philopolemology (Geschlecht IV )' in English, which was subsequently published in French as 'L'oreille de Heidegger: Philopolémologie (Geschlecht IV )', as a supplement to Politiques de l'amitié (1994), itself drawn from Derrida's seminars of 1988-89. 4 In 'Heidegger's Ear', Derrida relates that he is using the word aimance as a rendering of das Lieben, Heidegger's translation of philein (PA, 369/180). Even though Derrida's short-lived term aimance has not really been taken up or has been left undeveloped, possibly due to the difficulty of adequately rendering it into English ('lovence' and 'lovingness' have been suggested as renderings), I would like to take up aimance as 'a loving friendship' or 'a friendship in love'. 
Aimance
Aristotle deems friendship to be an action, an act, and Aristotelian discourse on friendship privileges the lover, the one who actively loves. In order to think friendship, 'one must start with the friend-wholoves, not with the friend-who-is-loved' (26/9). Aristotle calls this an 'irreversible order'. It also follows that 'it is impossible to love (active voice) without knowing it' and without declaring it (26/9). Though, 'friendship can be lived and thought without the least reference to the be-loved [l'être-aimé]' (26/9). Being loved, as far as friendship is concerned, remains an 'accident' (1239a33-4). However, even though 'one cannot love without living', it is quite possible for 'the being-loved of the lovable' to be 'lifeless; it can belong to the reign of the nonliving, the non-psychic or the soulless {sans âme} [en apsúkhô]' (1237a 27-30) (27/10). As Aristotle remarks in Eudemian Ethics, 'one also loves inanimate beings [ápsukha]' (1237a40, 1239b1-2). Indeed, as Derrida points out, it is precisely through this possibility, 'the possibility of loving the dead one [d'aimer le mort] that a certain aimance comes to be decided [vient à se décider]' (27/10). This example given by Aristotle-loving the other beyond death-functions as a limit case for friendship. One has to be alive in order to love, but it is quite possible to be loved even if one is not among the living. Defying or falling outside 'the reciprocalist or mutualist schema of requited friendship (antiphileîn)' the beloved can be without-soul (27/10). The example, Derrida states, 'perhaps [. . .] introduces a virtual disorder in the organization of Aristotelian discourse', making tremble the hierarchy that Aristotle calls 'natural' (phúsei), the hierarchy between those inclined to love and those who prefer to be loved (27/10).
The criterion for the distinction between loving and being loved in Aristotle's discourse is set up, Derrida says, by 'an apparently invisible line' passing through 'the beloved and the lover, the animate and the inanimate, the psychic and the a-psychic'. If 'loving only belongs to being endowed with life or breath (en empsúkô)', Derrida explains, then 'being loved, on the other hand, always remains possible on the side of the inanimate [en apsúkhô], where a psukhé may already have expired' (29/12). Rather than drawing its breath from life and the animate, philia is impelled and stirred by survival. Philia survives death, and it lives 'at the extreme limit of its possibility', 'from within this resource of survival [ 
She Bears My Death
I am not the survivor. It is not I who bear her death, the death of the other; I do not survive it. It is not primarily I who endure the pain of the other's death. It is she who bears my death. I cannot or must not survive the loved one, for she 'already bears my death [porte déjà ma mort]' to the extent that she already bears my death, a death that is not 'mine', a death that is in advance expropriated, I do not and cannot survive the friend (30/13). The other, the friend, the loved one, 'precedes' me (30/13). She is the one who first bears mourning, bears it within or comprehends it, as Derrida says elsewhere, like a specter that is greater than the living heir.
Survival
'Philia begins', Derrida stresses, 'with the possibility of survival [survivre]' (31/13). Surviving is 'the other name for a mourning whose possibility is never to be awaited, because one does not survive without mourning, (without bearing mourning, without going into mourning) [porter le deuil]' (31/13). The 'anguished apprehension [appréhension angoissée] of mourning insinuates itself a priori, anticipates itself; it haunts and plunges the friend, before mourning, into mourning' (31/14, tr. mod). What's more, surviving itself is 'the essence, the origin and the possibility, the condition of friendship', it 'is the bereaved [endeuillé] act of loving' (31/14, tr. mod). (OG, 69) . Testamentary is the desire that 'something survive, be left, be transmitted' that will not come back to me 'but that, perhaps, will remain'. 6 What remains? 'The trace remains'. 7 No doubt, not an ontological entity, not an existence, an essence, a substance, a subject, or an object, a trace remains. I leave traces behind, traces leave me and traces will survive me. Does that which survives remain? The trace remains yet it remains without remaining, in the way that remaining does not mean being-present, enduring substantially and permanently, but leaving traces. When one dies, does one disappear? Does one simply go away? The deceased are dead but not insignificant. There is death and absence, yes, but marks or traces are left behind. Even though it belongs to the structure of the trace that it can always be erased, the trace is 'readable', and must remain so. This is what Derrida means when he writes that my death is the condition of the production of the trace. 'Each time a trace, however singular, is left behind', Derrida writes in The Beast and the Sovereign, vol. II, its 'machinality virtually entrusts the trace to the sur-vival in which the opposition of the living and the dead loses and must lose all pertinence' (BSII, 192/130 Nor is sur-vivance to endure after death. The remains of the other sur-vive. As I have argued elsewhere, the notion of survivance and its complex temporality need to be thought in relation to restance. 9 Both remaining and surviving are bound up with a certain spectrality, a ghostly returning (revenance) and haunting. Anterior to life and death, survivance makes life and death possible. As Derrida says in Specters of Marx, 'life and death, would themselves be but traces and traces of traces' of a survivance (SM, 17-18/xx). And survivance is never present, as it dislocates the living-present, which divides itself, bearing death and that which would survive it. Another name for a mourning, survivance is lifedeath.
Testamentary Survival
'All graphemes are of a testamentary essence' states Derrida very early on in Of Grammatology
Between and Beyond
Unlike the English words 'love' and 'friendship', l'amour and l'amitié in French share a common root-aimer. L'aimance as a present participle finds its place between the active and the passive, between identity and difference, the same and the other, bringing l'amour and l'amitié closer to each other, linking and separating them. 'Beyond all ulterior frontiers', Derrida asserts, 'between love and friendship, but also, beyond the passive and the active voices, between loving and beingloved, what is at stake is aimance [il y va de l'aimance]' (23/7). Aimance, like differance and other terms in Derrida's vocabulary ending with the suffix -ance, is structurally both between and beyond, between love and friendship and beyond them. Aimance gently and lovingly contests the primacy given to either love or to friendship in the Western tradition, putting pressure on the very conceptual differences between the two terms. Broadly speaking, we can say that friendship has been claimed by philosophy, whereas love belongs to the realms of poetry and literature. Anterior to the difference between love and friendship, Derrida urges, 'one should learn how [il faut savoir comment]', 'it would be better, it is best, [it is] more worthwhile to love aimance [il vaut mieux aimer l'aimance]' (tr. mod.) (23/7).
Aimance describes a relation that would be untimely and infinitely disproportional. 'The request or offer, the promise or the prayer of a "je t'aime" must remain unilateral and dissymmetrical', Derrida affirms (PA, 248/220). This infinite 'disproportion is indeed the condition of sharing [partage] in love as in friendship' (248/220). Mutuality, harmony or agreement would reduce this infinite disproportion (248/220). 'Love and friendship [can] associate, or cohabit, or alternate, or naturally enrich themselves among those who love each other' (PA, 248/220), supposing that 'such a difference [between love and friendship] could ever manifest itself in its rigorous purity' (220-1/248-9). For, according to Derrida, the thinkers of friendship discussed in Politics of Friendship 'derive love and friendship from the same passion [dériver de la même passion]' (248/220).
Aimance is Melancholic
Love is melancholic. Derrida declares in a recently translated interview, 'Abraham's Melancholy', that 'love is a priori melancholic' (36/158). 10 'As soon as one enters into a relation', Derrida says, 'of love-or friendship, incidentally-into a human relation in general [. . .] one knows that one of the two will die before the other'. That is the condition or the horizon of love or friendship, of aimance between two finite beings. This melancholia, however, is not the pathological condition referred to by Freud in his famous essay. Melancholia is not an affect and, unlike mourning, it is not an attempt for the recovery of the self after the other's loss. This melancholia, melancholic love, does not wish to deny loss or to hope for recovery, but can only hope to preserve, somehow, the other's loss-as loss. Aimance-a friendship without presence, loving at a distance, in withdrawal, in separation.
Narcissism Allows for Love
Aristotle, emphasizing the active lover, disapproves of those who 'prefer to be loved' and 'seek honors, distinction, signs of recognition' (27/10). Such 'narcissistic' behavior, we might say, would upset the 'natural [phusei] hierarchy' set up by Aristotle (27/10). Loving will always be more, be better, be other than being loved. 'Loving will always be preferable' (28/11). The example that Aristotle gives involves the mothers in Antiphon's Andromache who love their children without seeking to be loved. For, wanting to be known seems to be an 'egoist' feeling, 'a turning toward oneself [ what disappears is the world. Could this be taken as a justification for or endorsement of the work of the scholar who argued for 'the right to narcissism'? Despite the dominant moralizing condemning narcissism throughout American culture, she explained that 'no concept of narcissism will be univocal' (95), that 'the naïve denunciation of narcissism' itself had to be denounced and called for finding a 'new way of conceiving of narcissism and its eventual rehabilitation' (95). 11 She called for what must have appeared 'short of scandalous' (97), for 'this other narcissism' (95), in which, contrary to Aristotelian friendship that proceeds from self-love [philautia], the other is in oneself already, an out-of-joint oneself. She recognized Derrida's thinking of another narcissism, 'a narcissism that is never related to itself except in the mourning of the other' (PA, 214/187). 
